


S�on A (28 x 2 marlc:s • 56 marks) 
For each question from 1 to 28, four options are given. One of them is the 
correct answer. Make your choJce (1, 2,·3 or4). Shade the cornet oval (1, 2, 
3 or 4) on the Optfcat Answer Sheet provided. 

1. Study the flowchart below carefully.

Plant 

No 
>--� dragon's scale fem 

"">--.:. coconut 

love grass 

Which one of the following could represent questions A and B? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

2. Which of the following statement(s) is/are false about human
fertilisation?

A The baby develops inside the mother's stomach 
B Fertilisation is when the sperm fuses with the ovary 
C The fertilised egg attaches itself to the wall of the female's 

womb. 

(1) A only

(3) A and B only

2 

(2) Conly

(4) 8 and C only





The df�gtarn bek>wrepresenta the life�� of a butterfly. 

p 

adult 

Q 

R 

Which one of the following cooectly rep,esents stages P and R? 

p R 

(1) 0 � 

larva 

(2) 0

(3) 
� 

larva u 

(4) ' � 

LJ larva 
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6.
In farms of the number of stages, v,hich one of th& following animals
has a life cycle that is different from a chicken's life cycle? 

{1} Frog
(2) Mosquito
{3) Cockroach 
(4) Grasshopper

7. Jayce observed two pots of plants as shown below. She plaoed..b,Qtb.
plants in asunny location and watered them daily.

PlantX PfantY 

After three w�ks, she observed that Plant X grew healthily but Plant Y 
died. 

Which one of the following statements 0'rrectly explains her 
observation? 

(1) Plant X makes its own food through its woody stem but not Plant
Y.

(2) Plant X could make its own food through their leaves but not
PlantY.

(3) Plant X takes in food from the soil through the roots but not
Plant Y.

(4) Plant X gets its food from the fertiliser that Jayce uses but not
PlantY.
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8. The diagram below represents the.different human systems.

Human aystems 

A B C 

Which of the foltowtng best represents headings A, B and C? 

(1) i--,,,,.-,---.,.,....-----i--=--,---�----::-:--"----�---1 

(2) 1--=�..::....:.:......::;....;c..c..;;.,..;._-+----'-=.;_;,......,,_;..1...;_;,,,;;.;_;,,;_-+-___;,,;_,:c...;;,._;_:..;..:;,;.;_-'-"--'-;;.:;;.:..;_;--I 

{3) t--::::=.::....:..t:...�=---�-==-t-���� ........ -t-����=� 

(4) L....:....::;=a;.;��4.;..;;.;.;...;..;._L......C.:.=..::....::��=-�_;;_;,,;-=-=::�r--=...<..=-=...:..c.;,_j 
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9. The diagram below shows the human digestive system.

;. 

•: 

C 

-o

E 

Which of the foffo·Ning parts. A. B, C, o and E, do not produce 
digestive Juwe? 

(1) C and D only
(3) A. C and D only

7 

(2) B and E only
(4) A, B and E only



10. The diagram below represents the water cycle.

clouds 

rain 

pond 

B 

water vapour 

A 

Which one of the followinJ states of matte; are the results of the 
processes A and B in the water cycle? 

States of matter 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Process A 

Liquid 
Gas 

LiQuid 
Gas 

Process B 

Liouid 
Gas 
Gas 

Li<luid 

11. Study the ·three different cells shown below.

Which one of the following statements is true about all the three cells?

(1) They are plant cells.
(2) They can photosynthesise.
(3) Each cell has a cytoplasm and a cell wall.
(4) Each cell has a nucieus and a cell membrane.
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12. Ji Sung drove for 15 minutes one morning and noticed that the 11Der
surface of his car windscreen was covered with water droplets_

Interior of the car 

Closed-up view of the v.indscreen 

Based on his observation, which of the following statements are trua? 

A The temperature inside the car was higher than the tempetature outside 
the car. 

B The temperature outside the car was higher than the temperature Inside 
the car. 

C Increasing the temperature in the car will speed up the formatiQn of 
water droplets on the inner surface of the windscreen. 

D Lowering the temperature in the car will speed up the formation ·of 
water droplets on the inner surface of the windscrean. 

(1} A and Conly 
(3) B and C only

9 

(2) A and D only
(4) B and D only



13. Which one of lhe foJlowing activities heps 1o COl'lserve water?

(1} Using a hose to wash the car.
(2) Washing the plates under running water.
(3) Running a washing machine with a half-load.

(4) Reusing water for washing clothes to wash the toilet

14. The diagrams below show how the batteries had been arranged in a
torch. In which of the arrangements would the bulb light up?

_r:, 
(A)

�
· (B)

� (C) �-1P41 � 

(1) Conly
(2) A and 8 only
(3) B and C only
(4) A, Band C

15: Study the circuits shown below. 

+ 

A B 

In which circuit will the bulb(s)not light up?

+ 

C 

(1) B only (2) Band Conly
(3) A and D only (4) A, 8 and C only

10 
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1 e. A circuit card with 4 clips i8 teeted with a circUit tester. The results are 
recorded fn the table below. 

AandB 

AandC 
AandO 

BandD 
Cando 

Which ona of the fottov.ling shows the correct circuit card tested? 

(1) 

(3) 

A 

B 

B 

C 

D 

C 

D 

11 

(2) 

{4) 

A 

B 

A 

B 

C 

D 

C 

D 



17. Study the circuit below.

A 
B 

C D 

Which bulb, if fused, will result in only two other bulbs ltghtfng up fn the 
C'rCUit? 

(1) A only
(3) Conly

(2) B only
{4} D only

18. An experiment is set up as shown below.

metal 
plates 

light bulb 
' '

--- liquid 

_ . . . -- beaker 

The bulb lights up when the metaJ plates are put in the liquid. What 
does this experiment show about the liquid? 

(1) Th& liquid is a paor conductor of heat.
(2) The liquid is a good oonductor of heat.
(3) . The liquid is a conductor of ek3ctricity.
(4) The liquid Is a non-conductor of electricity.
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19. The diagram below shows four circuits. ldentiea1 batteries and light
bwbs had been used in each circuit

�ti I I� _ __,I II/ -

A B 

,---;!II I-
D 

C 

Which one of the following correct1y arranges the bulbs from the 
dimmest to the brightest? 

dimmest ➔ brightest

(1) A, B, C, O 

(2) A, c. B. D 

(3) A, .c, 0, B 

(4) B, D, C, A
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20. Mae-set up a circuit based on 1he diagram belOw.

Which one of the following circuits is correctly represented by the 
circuit diagram above? 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4} 

14 



21. A mini--fan is conm:cted to a �it as shown in the diagram below. 

Mini-fan 

What can be done to increase the speed at which the blades of the fan 
spin? 

A Add a switch to the circuit 
B Add one more battery In the circuit. 
C Use batteries that produce more electricity. 
D Change tt--.e position of the fan in the circuit 

(1) A and B ontv
(2) A and D only
(3) B and C only
(4) C and D only

22. Which of the following statemen1$ contains correct safety precautions
when handling electrical appliances?

A Repair or replace any exposed wires. 
B Touch exposed wires with wet hands. 
C Do not put too many plugs into one socket 
D A'ri#ays keep the area near wires or socket dry. 

(1) A and C onty
(2) B and D only
(3) A, 8 and Conly
(4} A. C and D only
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23. Matt kicked a soccer ball as shown in the diagram below. The arrow
shows the path of the soccer ball.

/ 
f 

,,/� 
.,,,, .,,. ,, .,,, 

- -- ---+ 
--.,,.-

Which one of the following graphs shows the most likely relationship 
between the gravitational force acting on the soccer ball and the 
distance of the soccer ball from the grourid? 

(1) 

Distance (cm) Distance (cm) 

Distance (cm) Distance (cm) 
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24. Kaelyn was unable to remove the cap of a bottle of water as the cap
had boon screwed on too tightly. She then tied a rubber band over the
cap and was able to mmove the cap easily.

How does the rubber band help In removing the cap? 

plastic cap 

rubber band 

bottle of water 

(1) The rubber band heated up and expanded the cap.
(2) The rubber band caused the cap to wear out due to f rict!onal

force.
(3) The frictional force between the rubber bend and Kaelyn's hand

helped to provide a better grip.
(4) The rubber band acted as a lubricant and reduoed the frictional

force between the cap and the bottle.

25. Rui Xiang threw a baU of plasticine towards his sister. His sister caught
'the ball and accidentally caused a dent In It.

Which one of the following effects of forces did Rui Xiang observe?

A · A force can stop a moving object.
B A force can change the shape of an object
C A force can cause an object at rest to start movlng.
D A force can cause a moving object to change its direction in

motion. 

(1) A and B only
{3) A, B and C onJy 

17 

(2) C and D only
(4) B, C and O only



28. Abigail placed two magnets side by side as shown ln the dlagram
below.

Force X 

There is a magnetic force exerted between both magnets. However, 
the poles were unmarked. 

Which one of 1he following could correctly reprasent Force X and Poles 
K, L, Mand.N? 

ForoeX Pole K PoleL PoleM Pole N 
(1) 
(2} 

(3} 
(4) 

Pull 
PuU 

Push 
Push 

South 
North 
Sou1h 
North 

North SOuth South 
South South North 
North 

-

South North 
South South North 

27. An idenfJcar object was placed on Planet P and Planet Q. It was
obserwd that the object weighed 20kg on Planet P but 2kg on
Planet a.

Which one of the ·following statements correctly explains the
observation?

(1) The object has less weight on Planet P than Planet a.

(2) The object has more weight on· Planet P than Planet 0.
(3) Planet P exerts less gravitational force on the object than Planet

a.

(4) Planet P exerts more gravitational force on the �ject than
Planet 0.

18 



28. Miffy placed a button magnet on top of a bar magnet in a hollow glass
containar. The button magnet floated above the bar magnet as ehown
befow.

� � 

�-a

' 

hollow glass 
container 

button 
magnet 

bar 
m agnet 

Excluding air resistance, which of the following force(s) is/are acting on 
the button magnet? 

A Magneoo force 
B Frictional force 
C Gravitational force 

(1) A only
(2) A arid C only
(3) B arid C only
(4) A.Band C
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Section B (44 marks) 
Write your answers to questions 29 to 41 in the spaces provided. 

29. During her Science lesson, Diana observed two types of plant cells, E and F,
under the microscope as showl1 ,n the diagrams below.

Nucleus 

Cell E Chloroplast Cell F 

(a) Identify the part of the pJant where cells, E and F, were taken from [1]

(I) Cell E:

{iO Cell F:

(b) Explain your answer for cell E. [1] 

(c) After the lesson, Diana concluded that planls will grow taller when their
cells grow longer. Give a reason w.hy she is wrong. [1]

2 



30. There are many alr sacs in our tungs. The diagram below shows how each air
sac Is surrounded by many tiny b�ood vessels.

air sac 

It is observed that cigarette smoke damages the- walls of the air sacs and 
causes the number of air sacs to decrease. The table below shows the 
number of breaths taken by 2 smokers and 2 non-smokers at rest aAd the 
number of air sacs found in a sample part of their lungs. 

Number of breaths per min Number of air sacs found·-·· 
Smoker 1 25 6 
Smoker2 30 7 

Non-smoker 1 10 17 

Non--smoker 2 15 20 

� Based on the tabte above. state the relationship between the number 
of air sacs found in the lungs and the rate of breathing at rest. {1) 

{b) Explain why the breathing rate of a smoker at rest Is higher than a non-
smoker at rest? [1] 

3 



(c) When both the smoker and non.smoker exe.rcise, their breathing rates
will Increase. Explain why. [2J

31. Phoebe was in a garden and she plucked flowers Q, Rands. which were of
the same type. but from different plants as shown below. She placed the
flowers in an open box.

(a) Draw one arr.ow in each diagram. to show how the flowers in Diagrams
1 ano 2 could be pollinated. [21

FlowerQ 

Flowers 

Diagram 1 

Diagram 2 

4 

Flower R 



Phoebe then went on to pick Flower P, which was of a different type. as 
shown t>elow. 

feathery stigma 

Flower P 

(b) State the most likely way Flower P is pollinated. Based onh• on the
diagram above, eJ<plain your answer. (2]

Study the four flowers below. 

flower P FlowerQ Ftow&rR Flowers 

(c) Wflich flower, P, Q, R or S, .cannot develop into fruits? Give a reason
for your answer. [1)
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32.. Andrea, Bala and Charlie compared the life cycle of a toad with the life cycle 
of a mosquito and made the following statements. 

Andrea: The young of both animals -resemble the adult. 
Both the animals have a three-stage life cycle. 
The young ofboth animals develop from eggs. 

Bala: 
Charlie: 

(a) Which two students had m�� t'1e wrong statements? Give a reason to
support your answer. [2] 

{i} Name of student _______ _

Reason:

(ii) Name of student __________ _

Reason:

Their friend told them that the mosquito laNa would eat a lot and then shed its 
skin in order to grow bigger. 

(b) Name the process that the mosquito larv�ewent through. [1] 
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33. Gerard was given three pots as a present from his mother. In each pot1 there
were soil and sescts of the same type of plant He put the po1s near a window
and watered the seeds daily.

(a) State the two structures that would appear as each seed germinatee.(1]

Appears first _______ _ 

Appears·next _______ _ 

After a f&W weeks. he observed that the plants in the three pots were at 
different stages of growth as shown below. 

Plant A Plant B PlantC 

(b) Which one of the plants, A, B or C, would most likely be the first to bear
frwt? Give a reason.for your answer. (11 

Gerald's sister'repeated the experiment by putting the three pots In a warm 
dark room. She watered the seeds daily. 

(c) Would the seeds be able to germinate? Explain your answer. [1 J 
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34. State the functions of the folloWing human systems.

(i) Skeletal system :

00 CircuJatory systen:-i : 

[2] 

35. The flow chart below shows the pathway taken by food after it enters the
mouth. A. B, C and D are parts of the digestive system.

mouth 

A 

B 

C 

D 

out of the body 
through the anus 

(a} Wnich part, A, B, C or D, contains the most amount of digested food? 
Name that part [1] 

(i) Part

(ii) Name of that part
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(b) What wou!d happen to the food at parts· C and D? 

{i) Pert C: 

(it) Part D: 

36. Bong Soon prepared the following set-up. She boiled some orange juice
before pouring it into the glass tank.

plastic sheet 

----------

- ___ .,... ______ _._ .... ____ _ 

beaker 

Bong Soon left the set-up under the sun for 2 hours. 

(a) What would be collected in the beaker after 2 hours?

(b) Give a reason for your answer in (a)

9 

glass tank 

orange juice 

(1) 

[2) 



{c) Bong Soon changed the _plastic sheet into a metal sheet. Give a reason 
why there was less wat&rcollected in the beaker after 2 hours. 111 

The elecirie circuit below is made up of four bulbs, A, B, C and D, three 
batteries and some·wires. 

C 

B D 

A 

It was observed that after setting up the circuit, all the bulbs light up. 

(a) Explain what wnl happen to the other three bulbs if bulb B is removed.
[ 1 J 

(b) Lynn decided to install a switch to control all the bulbs. Mark a cross
(X} on the circuit above to show where the switch should be placed. [1]

10 



38. SOma studerri8 wanted to find out how tt:e number of bulbs in e series Clrcuft
affect& the brightness of th9 bulbs. Tha table bebw shows 1heir results.

Set Nunaber of bulb& 
A 1 
B 4 

C 8 

D 8 

(a) Whal is lh& relationship between the number of bulbs and the
brightn$ss of the bulbs? [11

(b) In the tabfe below, indicate With a (../). the variables that must b8 kept
constant. 121 

Varfabl&a To be kept COMtant 

Number of bulbs 

Material ot wire 

Thickness of wrre 

Type of batteries 

Type of bulbs 

Brightness of the bulbs 

11 



39. The following diagram shows a bub and three batteries.

<i) 
r--"'l 

r. 

.

D 

(a) Draw 4 wires to show how to connect 1he circuit so that bulb will light
up the brightest. [2] 

(b) What i$ the one possible observation that could be made if two
batteries are added in series to the circuit above? Explain your answer.

[2] 

12 



(c) An electric circuit is set up usltlg a battery, two bulbs and some wires
a& shown below.

Wrlho!.rt adding a new bulb and battery, suggest a ·way to make lhe 
bulbs brighter. [11 
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40. Xiaoyi kicked two identical bals, P and a, from the same starting point with
the same amount of force. Ban P was kicked upslope while Bal Q was kicked
downslope.

The graph below shows the dlstance travelled by Ball P and the amount of 
time taken to travel this distance. 

Time{s) 

10 

BallP 

Distance (m} 

5 10 15 20 25 30 

{a) In the same graph shown above, draw the results Xiaoyi would expecl 
to see from Ball Q. [1] 

(b) State two forces that were acting on the ball as he kicked it up 1he
slope. [2]

14 



41. Laurel has three identical blocks, X, Y and z. and placed them in different
posruons on the floor.

BlockX Block Y \ BloGk Z 

Sandpaper attached to the block 

There was no obstruction on the floor. She gave block X a push to side it 
across the floor and observed that block X eventually came to a stop. 

{a) Using the conceJ't of forces. Qive a reason why X came to a stop. I 1) 

Laurel repeated the elCperiment With blocks Y and Z. She applied the same 
amount of force on each bt>ck and reoorded her result$ in the table below. 

Block Distance travelled by the blocl(s (cm) 
X 10 
y 6 
z 10 

(b) Using the concept of forces, explain why block Y travelled a different
distance compared to block X. [2f

(c) Give a reason why even though block X had a greater surface area in
contact with the floor than block Z, both blocks etill travelled the same
distance. [1]

End of paper 
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Q29) A. Ii) Le.at 'iih,flower 

'.;-C:!,1_9 ·_Q20

3 2

B. Cell E has-.chtor.oplast in it, making it able to make trap sunlight to make
food. So Cell E was taken from a leaf.

e·. The cefl:will divide when it reaches a certain size. 

Q30) (a) -
(b) As the air sacs are lesser, the smoker has to breathe more to get more

oxygen while the non-smoker has more air sack to absorb more
oxygen. 

(C) Their breathing rates will increase to take in more oxygen and at the
same time to remove more carbon dioxide.

031) (a) 
(B) Flower P is pollinated by wind. Its anthers are sticking out of the flower

to allow the wind to transfer the pollen grains and the male reproductive
cell to the feathery stigma that will catch them.

Pg 1 



(C) Q. It has no ovary, stigma and style for the-triale reproductive cell to
pollinate and fertilise.

032) (a) i. Andrea. The young of both animals do not resemble the adult.
{a}' ii. Bala: The mosquito has a four-stage life cycle.
(b) Moulting

033) {a) Roots ->shoots 
(b) B. The flowers have bloomed so it can be pollinated.
(c) Yes. A seed needs warmth, water and oxygen but not sunlight to

germinate and the seeds have all the conditions required

Q34) i It gives the body shaP,e and protects the heart and lungs. 
ii. It transport digested food, water and oxygen to.all parts of the body and

transports away carbon dioxide and other waste mater-gls from the 
body. 

035) (a) (i) C (ii) small intestine
(b) (i) Digested food and nutrients are absorbed into the blood stream.

(ii) Undigested food becomes dry.

Q36} (a} water 

(b) Water in the orange juice gains heat and evaporates into water vapour.
The water vapour then touches the cooler surface of the plastic sheet,
loses heat and condenses into tiny water droplets. It then dripped into 
the beaKe'r. 

(c) The metal sheet gains heat from the sun and gets hot. Hence the rate
of condensation is slower, causing less condensation.

Q37) (a) The other bulbs will still light up as electricity can still flow through.

Pg2 



Q38) (a) The more the number of bulbs, the dimmer the brightness of the bulbs.
'b) 

Q39) 

Q40) 

Variables To be kept constant 

Number of bulbs 
Material of wire ✓ 

Thickness of wire ✓ 

Type of batteries ✓ 
Type of bulbs ✓ 

Brightness of the bulbs 

(b) The bulb could fuse. There is too much electric current passing through.
(c) Arrange the bulbs in parallel.

(a) 

(b) Frictional force and gravitational force.

Q41) (a) The frictional force between block X and the floor caused X to come to
a stop.

(b) The base of block Y has a rougher surface than Block X. There is a
greater amount of frictional force between the sandpaper and the floor.
Hence, block Y travelled a shorter distance.

(c) The surface area in contact does not affect the amount of frictional
force.

Pg3 
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